HOW SHOULD WE GROW?
PLACE TYPE NAME

DESCRIPTION

Lowrise Housing

2 to 4-story attached and
stacked housing - such as duplex,
townhouse, fourplex, or courtyard
housing

Midrise Housing

5 to 9-story midrise apartments,
occasionally with retail on the
ground floor. Relatively uncommon
in the PUC.

Tower Housing

Neighborhood
Mixed Use

Neighborhood
Retail + Services

10+ story residential towers,
often with retail on the ground
floor. Very common in Waikiki,
Downtown, Makiki, and Kaka’ako

2 to 6-story mixed use buildings
(residential over ground floor
retail, services, or office)

1 or 2-story neighborhoodserving shops, restaurants,
services, small professional offices,
and similar uses. Buildings face
and frame the street.

Hotel

Multistory buildings intended for
short-term stay by tourists and
visitors.

Midrise Office /R&D

4 to 8-story professional office
and R&D (research laboratory and
medical office) style buildings.

Office Tower

Industrial Flex /
Makerspace

Industrial /
Warehouse /
Production

No Growth

Transition to
Natural Area

EXAMPLE IMAGES

9+ story office towers.

1 to 3-story small-scale businesses
engaged in low-intensity
manufacturing / repair that do not
attract large amounts of traffic or
create excess nuisance. Includes
live-work building types.
Larger-scale industrial uses
(manufacturing, wholesaling,
logistics, warehousing, and
storage).

Do not encourage, incentivize,
or support any new substantial
growth in this area.

Encourage coastal property
owners to retreat to higher ground
through City policies, programs
and incentives.
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WHERE SHOULD WE GROW?
Where and what type of new development is appropriate?

Instructions
Using the relevant
stickers, please mark
on the corresponding
maps of the PUC where
you feel these types of
new development
are appropriate.
Legend
TOD Growth Areas
Other Potential Growth Areas
Existing Lowrise Residential
Existing Highrise Residential
Existing Retail/Shopping
Existing Hotel
Existing Office
Existing Industrial
Public/Institutional
Park
Golf/Sports
Preservation
Sea Level Rise Exposure
Area (SLR-XA) 3.2 Feet
PUC Boundary
Rail Line

1/2 mile

N
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WHAT IS THE PUC DP?
The Primary Urban Center Development Plan (PUC DP) presents a
vision and a clear set of planning policies, guidelines, and implementation
actions for the future of Oahu’s most diverse and urbanized region.

1
The DP is required by City Charter to begin
the update process every 5 years and is
adopted by City Council Ordinance.

The DP plays an
important role in
regulating land use and
growth at the regional
level. Its policies and
maps form the foundation
for future projects and
development.

2
3
4
5

The implementation
program identifies
responsibilities,
timeframes, and
potential funding
sources for achieving
the long-term goals and
vision of the DP.

Project information and updates can be found at:

www.pucdp.com

6

19

NEIGHBORHOODS
The PUC extends across 19
neighborhood board areas from Kahala
to Pearl City, across the valleys and
coastline plains of Oahu’s southern
coastline.

The DP communicates community priorities
and values through the vision & guiding
principles and policies found throughout
the plan. Robust community input is key to
the success of the DP update process.

The DP sets priorities for major
infrastructure improvements at a regional
level.

WHAT GUIDES US?
Our Draft Guiding Principles
1

What do you think?

Invest in O’ahu’s Gathering Place
Expand and reinforce the Primary Urban Center’s role as O‘ahu’s
gathering place. The PUC continues to serve a vital role for commercial,
industrial, transportation and government functions, and as the Pacific’s
leading business and travel destination.

2

Respect our History and Culture and Embrace our Diversity
Recognize Native Hawaiian traditions and knowledge and celebrate
the rich cultural diversity of the PUC. Recognize and build upon the
unique history and role of the PUC and retain a Hawaiian sense of
place.

3

Guide Growth and Change
Focus development in appropriate areas: Transit-oriented districts near
rail or high-frequency bus service, along mixed-use corridors, and in
other centers of activity and commerce.

4

Focus on Sound Infrastructure
Plan for and invest in functional, resilient, and well-maintained
infrastructure. Coordinate infrastructure investments and new growth.

5

Enhance Multi-modal Transportation
Improve the quality and safety of the pedestrian environment and
continue to expand facilities for bicyclists. Acknowledge and plan for
evolving mobility choices, including shared systems and autonomous
vehicles. Continue to provide world class transit service through TheBus,
TheHandi-Van, and planned rail service.

6

Mālama Honua - Support Resource Conservation
Recognize the gifts of the ‘aina as finite and worthy of protection and
restoration, including natural resources, habitat, streams, beaches, and
the mountain watersheds.

7

Grow Sustainability Practices
As development in the PUC becomes denser, make decisions and take
action to reduce carbon emissions, retain stormwater onsite, promote
green building practices, and increase the urban tree canopy.

8

Prepare for Sea Level Rise and Climate Change
Plan for and adapt to sea level rise and the root causes of climate
change in accordance with guidance from the City’s Climate Change
Commission and the best available science. Work cooperatively
to consider all available options including more restrictive zoning
and building codes in impacted areas and the protection of vital
infrastructure.
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WHAT GUIDES US?
Our Draft Guiding Principles
9

What do you think?

Create Housing Solutions
Promote policies that result in safe, healthy, and affordable housing
options for residents. Actively seek to expand the diversity of housing
choices in the PUC to relieve housing shortfalls. Continue to expand
efforts to end homelessness.

10

Enhance Complete Neighborhoods
Support the PUC’s unique, vibrant, and distinct neighborhoods.
Revitalize and enhance existing neighborhoods with an appropriate
mix of housing, parks, and community meeting places. Create greater
access to the retail, services, schools, and employment that support the
daily life of residents. Encourage compatible architecture in historic
areas.

11

Expand Economic Diversity
Retain sufficient industrial land and office uses to support and expand
economic activity in the PUC, especially near the airport, harbor, and
downtown business districts. Encourage and attract emerging industries
through allowing for mixed-uses and flexible spaces.

12

Provide High-Quality Parks and Recreation
Maintain and create quality parks, open spaces and natural areas. In
highly urban areas, provide trees, open space, linear parks, and and
small parks with play equipment to provide a respite and connection
to nature. Encourage creative design for active and passive public
recreation space, and protect important views.

13

Create an ‘Age-Friendly’ PUC for Kupuna to Keiki
Support strategies from the City’s Age Friendly Honolulu plan to provide
abundant services and safe gathering places for seniors and youth.
Encourage new development to pursue ‘universal design’ principles
for all age groups and users. Create policies and guidelines to support
healthy lifestyles, improve food access, and to invest in neighborhoods
equitably.

14

Increase Agency Coordination
Bolster inter-governmental collaboration and partnerships between
City and County of Honolulu departments and with State agencies
to address cross-cutting challenges such as housing affordability,
transportation safety, sea level rise and climate change mitigation,
and economic development.

Did we hit the mark? Place a sticker to evaluate our guiding principles overall

NOT AT ALL

OKAY
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GREAT!

WHAT HAVE WE HEARD?
Summary of Public Input received at Pop-Up Events
In 2018, the City & County of Honolulu conducted a statistically valid survey of PUC residents to assess opinions related to housing,
development, parks, infrastructure, sea level rise, and other critical topics. The survey was mailed to 4,000 addresses in the PUC and
a total of 1,069 PUC residents completed the survey for a 26% response rate and a 3% margin of error. 895 residents responded by
mail, and an additional 175 pop-up participants completed the survey online or during one of the ten pop-up events.

Affordable Housing

Top Issues
How concerned are you about the following challenges facing the PUC?
Cost of housing

77%

Poor and aging
infrastructure

77%

Homelessness

77%

Traffic congestion

19%

21%

Inadequate job
opportunities or low pay

5%

33%

50%

13%

40%

49%

Promote micro-housing
units (300 sf or less)

24%

9%

39%

43%

Tourism impact on residents and
natural resources

13%

39%

33%

Lack of public
transportation options

17%

27%

27%

Increases in building height

20%

27%

18%

Very concerned

15%

29%

Reduce open space
requirements in new
developments

18%

14%

Reduce parking in new
developments

7%

Government subsidies
through increased
property taxes

7%

12%

35%

29%

40%

29%

16%

52%

22%

54%

Somewhat support

Somewhat oppose

Strongly oppose

18%

43%

21%

18%

Increases in building
density

Strongly support

Preparing for sea level
rise + climate change

43%

5%

31%

54%

Quality of housing

2%

19%

65%

Excessive growth and
development/overcrowding

4%

How strongly do you support each of the following options to
increase the availability of affordable housing?

24%

46%

33%

Somewhat concerned

Not at all concerned

Parks + Open Space
How much of a priority should the development of the following types
of new parks or public facilities be for the PUC?

Sea Level Rise
How strongly do you support each of the following methods to
address the impacts of sea level rise?
Immediately restrict new
development in the
SLR Exposure Area

24%

Gradually restrict new
development in the
SLR Exposure Area

17%

Encourage coastal property owners
to retreat to higher ground through
City programs and incentives
Allow development, but require
higher ground-floors and/or
raised roads for new buildings
Build sea walls to protect property
against sea level rise and flooding,
even if it causes beach erosion
Do nothing
(climate change is not happening)

43%

27%

20%

18%

27%

27%

15%

29%

18%

35%

Youth Centers

24%

36%

28%

12%

Linear parks with seating
and walking/jog paths

27%

32%

28%

13%

Senior Centers

26%

32%

29%

14%

Small pocket parks with
children’s play structures

26%

31%

31%

12%

Improved access to existing
natural areas

29%

Community Gardens

25%

Passive green spaces
with shade
Multi-purpose buildings
with indoor gymnasiums

14%

7%

7%

Strongly support

18%

12%

16%

29%

29%

“Parklets” (tiny parks that
replace a parking space)

54%

Somewhat oppose

Urban Plazas
Larger neighborhood parks

52%

22%

Somewhat support

40%

Strongly oppose

27%

26%

18%

19%

14%

17%

Basketball or tennis courts

13%

18%

Strongly support

Somewhat support
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27%

30%

19%

Soccer, baseball or football
fields

17%

34%

23%

15%

20%

36%

21%

15%

14%

30%

25%

22%

17%

30%

33%

29%

20%

35%

46%

36%

40%

Somewhat oppose

33%

29%

Strongly oppose

HOW WILL SEA LEVEL RISE IMPACT US?
How will the PUC be impacted?

3.2 feet Sea Level Rise Exposure Area

An potential economic loss of

$7.3 billion

due to structure and land loss

2,350 acres
of land flooded

4,325
residents displaced

1,627

structures flooded

24 miles

of major roads flooded
Source: Hawaii Sea Level Rise Vulnerability and Adaptation Report, 2017

What should we do?
The following recommendations emerged from the December 2017 Hawaii SLR Report and were further confirmed by the
City & County’s new Climate Commission in July 2018:
•Take a proactive approach in reducing greenhouse gas emissions and
preparing the city for the physical and economic impacts of climate
change;

•Use the 3.2 feet sea level rise exposure area (3.2 SLR-XA) as a
planning benchmark by mid-century as it will be an area experiencing
accelerating chronic high tide flooding;

•Use the latest Sea Level Rise Guidance in planning, programing, and
capital improvement decisions to mitigate impacts to infrastructure
and critical facilities subject to sea level rise;

•Use the 6 feet sea level rise exposure area (6 SLR-XA) as a planning
benchmark in the latter decades of this century, especially for critical
infrastructure with long expected lifespans and low risk tolerance;

•Explore elevation or relocation of infrastructure and critical facilities,
and the elevating of impacted surfaces, structures, and utilities;

•Adopt these exposure areas as hazard overlay zones for planning,
require disclosure in all real estate transactions and on City property
information sheets, and direct all City departments and agencies to
fully consider them in their plans, policies, ordinances, and capital
improvement decisions; and,

•Propose revisions to shoreline rules and regulations to incorporate
sea level rise;
•Conserve a natural, unarmored shoreline wherever possible;
•Work cooperatively to develop and implement land use policies,
hazard mitigation actions, and design and construction standards that
mitigate and adapt to the impacts of climate change and sea level
rise.

•Support all relevant City departments and agencies with adequate
resources and capacity to implement these recommendations.
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WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?
Summary of Public Input received at Pop-Up Events
Issues Voting Results
Issues

VOTE FOR YOUR TOP THREE

Total Votes

Housing

106

Housing affordability
Housing quality

13

Housing availability in desired locations

10

Economy

Employment opportunities

14

Local food production

24

Development and growth

16

Transportation + Infrastructure

Traffic congestion

48

Public transportation

19

Pedestrian conditions

19

Bicycle facilities

16

Infrastructure adequacy (sewers, pipes, etc.)

30

Social

Facilities + Services for seniors

9

Homelessness

86

Crime + safety

23

Access to cultural + traditional practices

9

Environment

Sea level rise + climate change

30

Natural resource / watershed conservation

18

Access to beaches and parks

6

Quality of beaches and parks

14

What else have we heard?

Proposal to allow ohana units
on agriculturally-zoned land.
Support for allowing for more
housing units on existing
property (such as tiny homes).
Emphasis on preserving
the existing neighborhood
character of Kaimuki and
Manoa.

Concern about adequate
freshwater supply.

Adding bike lanes on key
major streets or corridors.

Bemoaning the general old
age of most infrastructure

More frequent bus service in
residential areas.

Calling for more regular
repairs.

Improving signal timing or
traffic light synchronization.

Desire for more bathrooms in
Downtown.

“

ENVIRONMENT

Too much crime, drugs, and
homelessness.
Desire for healthier food and
better healthcare.
Support for aging-in-place.
Greater enforcement of
existing laws.
Continue to engage the public
in outreach efforts.

Displeasure at potholes and
poor road conditions.
Taking rail all the way to UH.
Support for Complete Streets
and Safe Routes to School.

“

Displeasure at the proliferation
of monster homes.

Increasing safety for
pedestrians.

“

Support for undergrounding
more utilities.

SOCIAL

Frustrations over traffic
congestion.
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“

Serious concern about sea
level rise, and supporting
greater education around the
issue.
The value of equity and
environmental justice
conversations relating to
climate change.
The importance of providing
greater open space and parks
in urban settings.
Less waste, less use of plastic.
Preservation of natural
conservation areas (while still
supporting trail usage).

“

Repeated support for more
affordable housing, especially
rental housing.

“

Improving sidewalks and
halting removal of sidewalks.

“

“

“

Better regulation of TVU/TVRs
(short-term rentals).

INFRASTRUCTURE

TRANSPORTATION

“

GROWTH + HOUSING

